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About Selling Things
IN the March number of "The Sabean"
appears an article by A . Manville Waples entitled "About Selling Things." This
paper reflects so fine a philosophy of
service that the accountant, in applying its
principles to the practice of public accountancy, will find in it a wealth of suggestion.
By the courtesy of "The Sabean" we are
permitted to reproduce the article in full:
The subject of Salesmanship has been
taken apart, analyzed, microscoped and
presented in so many lights that seemingly
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there can be no new word on the subject.
Yet to me, next to the Bible, it is the most
absorbing subject for man's study.
Being a human topic and dealing, as it
does, with humanity, it presents a fresh
interest with each rising sun and shows us,
at each day's end, new fields stretching far
into the distance and still unexplored.
Selling things is a matter of minds, and
the mind which devotes itself most continuously to serving minds will be the most
profitable mind. And there we come to
the keynote of successful Salesmanship—
Service.
Success is not something that we go
after—it is something which comes to us—
not by driving but thru serving.
The greatest Salesman that the world
has ever known was a lowly Carpenter.
His sales have kept repeating and his
goods have been giving abiding satisfaction for two thousand years. The greatest
war in the history of the world was fought
to keep his goods in the open market—but
he called himself a servant and honored
himself in the title.
What does a man really sell and to what
does he sell it?
In every successful sale that you ever
made you sold—not your goods but yourself. Failure to put your goods on the
man's shelves means simply that you failed
to sell yourself to the man.
Luckily the best selling factors about
oneself are those which may be acquired
if we lack them, or more intensely cultivated if we have them.
First—deep-down, bed-rock belief in the
goods we are selling.
Second—Poise. The calm assurance
that success will come to us because we
are playing the game according to the
rules.
Third—Earnestness. If your proposition will stand the test of the Golden Rule
you have a divine right and title to sell it,
for the man who kept his talent tied in a
cloth had it taken from him and given to
the man whose sales topped all the notches.
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And next—Courtesy—just wholesome
courtesy.
A man's every action is the outward expression of the inner man. We can all
cultivate the inner qualities so that they
will shine in our outward actions.
As selling things is a matter of minds,
so is success absolutely a matter of mental
attitude. Have you a lurking, sub-conscious delusion that some day there is going to be a big job open to you—that it is
just going to happen that way?
How can there be a big job unless the
conditions for a big job are created? What
would create the conditions?
Some man's mind.
So you hope that some man's mind will
some day create the conditions so that a
big job will be open—and you will get
the job.
Is any man's mind bigger than yours?
What makes his mind bigger?
Because he thinks bigger, so he creates
the condition which opens the big job.
Nothing—positively nothing—happens:
Everything is brought to pass and you can
bring the big job to pass if you will use the
full mentality that God gave you.
That big job is open—it's here now, but
perhaps you don't see it because your
vision is blurred.
Here's a sure way to bring it to pass:
Start today to live every minute in the
mental attitude that you have the big job—
are working at it.
Here's a movie of your thoughts—in
the big job:
"Now I must study my goods as never
before—I must study my customers as
never before—I must study myself more
broadly and more constructively than ever
before—I must watch my health and keep
on my toes—keep my eye sparkling and my
speech clean as well as my collar. Now
I'm representing the biggest, finest house in
this Country—the bigger my house gets the
more honor it will be to represent it. Men
shall read in my manner that I believe I
am selling the best goods in the market for
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the best house in the Country, and yet all
men shall be glad to greet me as a friend
and neighbor because I am going to show
them that I carry their best interests at
heart."
And lo, the big job will arrive right
where you are—just be ready to be worthy
of it and to use it wisely.
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For every man may develop his own big
job—right where he is—and none may prevent him.
To be bigger, think bigger—think it
long enough and hard enough and as surely
as the sun rises, the big job will come to
pass.

